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DocSarah replied on the Forum recently when a member asked if scar tissue could progress? I
thought the answer needed a bigger audience. So here are her thoughts.

It's quite difficult to give you a clear answer: 

briefly, it is possible for the scar tissue to progress over time, although often it becomes quite
stable until or unless something happens, like a fall etc. which can trigger a deterioration. 

So most people with arach. tend to plateau out, although they may still have a pattern of
relapse/remission (i.e. intermittent flare-ups) with a gradual overall worsening over time.
Symptoms will depend on what nerve roots are affected by the scarring. Severe scarring can
obliterate the subarachnoid space where the spinal fluid flows and so interrupt the flow of the
fluid, causing pressure symptoms. 

Dural pain from distension of the dural sac, tends to be more diffuse than nerve root pain which
will radiate down the are supplied by the relevant nerve, causing sensory symptoms (pain, pins
and needles, numbness etc.) and motor symptoms (weakness, cramps, muscle twitches etc.).
There may also be autonomic symptoms (change in sweating, temperature and/or colour of
affected limb etc.)

 As for what happens if you push through the pain: it depends what type of pain. Some pain is
not related to damage, but is a sort of 'echo' ( see my article on chronic pain  ); ((not sure which
part of an article she means here will find out and post a better link. Ed)) 
however, in arach. pushing too hard could potentially aggravate any ongoing inflammation and
this can worsen nerve root symptoms as the root becomes swollen and then may start to scar
and stick to other nerve roots, rather like over-cooked spaghetti strands. 

 If we consider arach. like autoimmune conditions such as Rheumatoid Arthritis, in which too
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much exercise can trigger joint inflammation, the advice given to patients is along the lines of: it
is vital to maintain range of movement (ROM) in all joints and to ensure good muscle tone to
support the joints so exercise is necessary. Gentle isometric exercising may increase pain
during the exercise and this is to be expected. 

If the pain subsides within an hour of stopping the exercise, then it is unlikely to cause any
harm; if the pain persists for more than an hour, it might indicate that it has triggered some
inflammation. It is vital not to have a 'boom and bust' exercise regime, but to pace to avoid
undue stress on the body.

 Pushing through pain with gritted teeth is not something I'd recommend. For a start, I would
guess you may provoke muscle tension which is likely to cause musculoskeletal pain. You
should also be aware of when you start to move inefficiently, say if you have some weakness,
you may start to move awkwardly which puts pressure on parts of the body trying to
compensate (the opposite limb usually): you may again provoke mechanical pain from
joint/tendon/ligament/muscle strain.

 There are no hard and fast rules, everyone needs an individualised programme. Exercise such
as walking and swimming is generally the best if you can manage it. Try to work out what your
current ability is before pain sets in and before the quality of your movement goes down. Then
aim for about 75% of that as a start point. You can very gradually build up and increase if you
tolerate it. 

 The downside of not exercising is that your muscles will further weaken inevitably and this may
reduce your core stability and balance, making you more prone to falls and causing increased
pain when you do decide to exercise.

 Hope this helps!

 regards

 DocSarah
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